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Abstract

Integrated information theory (IIT) aims to account for the quality and quantity of consciousness in physical terms.
It starts from the essential properties of experience, the theory’s axioms, which it translates into postulates of cause-
effect power—the ability of the system’s units to “take and make a difference.” Based on the theory’s postulates, a
substrate of consciousness must be a system of units that is a maximum of intrinsic, irreducible cause-effect power.
Moreover, the grain of the substrate’s units must be the one that ensures maximal intrinsic irreducibility. This work
employs the mathematical framework of IIT 4.0 to assess cause-effect power at different unit grains according to the
theory’s postulates. Using simple, simulated systems, we show that the cause-effect power of a system of macro units
can be higher than the cause-effect power of the corresponding micro units. Two examples highlight specific kinds
of macro units, and how each kind can increase cause-effect power. The implications of the framework are discussed
in the broader context of IIT, including how it provides a foundation for tests and inferences about consciousness.

1 Introduction 1

One goal of the scientific study of consciousness is to ascertain its neural substrate. Much attention has been given to 2

the question of which regions of the brain support consciousness [9, 18]. No less important, but less often considered, 3

is the question of the units constituting the substrate of consciousness and their “grain.” Is it individual neurons, 4

synapses, groups of neurons, or the smallest units that we can possibly manipulate and observe? Is it their state over 5

a hundred milliseconds, one millisecond, or one second? These issues are not only empirical, but call for a theoretical 6

understanding of why certain brain regions qualify as a substrate of consciousness, while others do not, and why the 7

grain of the substrate’s units is what it is. 8

Integrated information theory (IIT) aims to account for consciousness—its quality and quantity—by starting from 9

phenomenology, identifying its essential properties, and then asking what physical substrate could support it [1]. 10

Assuming the existence of consciousness as its 0th “axiom”, the theory characterizes a set of properties—the axioms 11

of phenomenal existence—that are true of every conceivable experience: intrinsicality, information, integration, 12

exclusion, and composition. These are translated into corresponding physical properties, called “postulates”, that 13

must be satisfied by the substrate of consciousness. Physical existence—IIT’s 0th postulate—is defined operationally 14

in terms of cause-effect power—the ability to “take and make a difference.” The postulates require that the substrate 15

of consciousness has cause-effect power upon itself (intrinsicality), in a way that is specific (information), unitary 16

(integration), definite (exclusion), and structured (composition). In principle, by evaluating whether and in what 17

way a candidate substrate satisfies all of the postulates, one can evaluate whether and in what way it is conscious, 18

with no additional ingredients. 19

Applying IIT’s postulates to study the substrate of consciousness requires a mathematical framework for assessing 20

cause-effect power. IIT’s framework has been refined over time [22, 6, 19, 1], thanks to several developments [10, 7, 15] 21

(for applications outside of consciousness science see [2, 16, 3]). The current framework—IIT 4.0 [1]—is the first 22

complete account, with a tighter connection between the mathematical formalism and the postulates. 23

According to IIT, the substrate of consciousness is a set of units in a state, called a “complex”, whose intrinsic 24

cause-effect power is maximally irreducible, as measured by system integrated information (φs). In turn, the units’ 25
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grain is the one at which the cause-effect power over the substrate is maximal. Initial work on determining the units’ 26

grain introduced the notion of a “macro unit”—a coarser unit derived from a set of finer units—and demonstrated 27

that the cause-effect power of a system, as measured by effective information [23], could peak at a macro grain [12]. 28

Further studies explored how and why macro grains could have higher cause-effect power than the micro grains on 29

which they supervene [11, 14]. 30

The goal of the current work is to provide a mathematical framework for measuring cause-effect power at macro 31

grains that is based on IIT 4.0 [1] and that incorporates the theory’s postulates explicitly. In Section 2, we review 32

the mathematical framework for measuring the cause-effect power of systems of micro units, and then extend this 33

framework to systems of macro units. In Section 3, the updated framework is applied to simple systems, demon- 34

strating that macro-grain systems can have higher cause-effect power than the corresponding micro-grain systems. 35

In Section 4, we provide a brief discussion of the importance of this framework for future work. 36

2 Theory 37

In this section, we first provide the details of IIT’s mathematical framework that are necessary for expanding it to 38

consider cause-effect power at macro grains. The IIT framework provides both the means to identify substrates of 39

consciousness and to “unfold” a substrate’s cause-effect power into a structure which corresponds to “what it is like” 40

to be that substrate. Complete details on the definition and computation of integrated information and unfolding 41

the cause-effect structure of a substrate are described elsewhere [15, 1]. Unfolding a substrate’s cause-effect power, 42

while a crucial aspect of IIT, is not necessary for expanding its framework to consider cause-effect power at macro 43

grains. This is because the unfolding process is formally the same for all substrates, regardless of grain. For this 44

reason, we will not discuss unfolding here, and refer interested readers to [1]. After briefly providing the relevant 45

details of IIT’s framework, we introduce a formal definition of macro units. Finally, we extend the mathematical 46

framework to measure the cause-effect power of systems of macro units. 47

2.1 Background 48

According to IIT, something can be said to exist physically if it can “take and make a difference,” i.e. bear a cause 49

and produce an effect. Operationally, it must be possible to manipulate the system’s units (change their state) and 50

observe the result. To exist, then, a unit must have two available states (“this way” and “not this way”). 51

Cause-effect structure at a particular grain must always be among units of that grain. Accordingly, it is assessed 52

using partitions that “cut” causal connections among units. For this reason, from the intrinsic perspective of a 53

complex, units must have exactly two states—“this way” and “not this way.” One state is simply the complement 54

of the other, whichever state is picked, with no further qualification. With more than two states, an internal 55

structure distinguishing among “this way”, “that way”, and “the other way” is implied. This internal structure, 56

rather than being among units, would be hidden within them. Therefore, it could not be assessed by observation and 57

manipulation at the grain in question, only at a finer grain. In essence, with more than two states, causal structure 58

from finer grains would be misattributed to coarser ones. Of course, from the extrinsic perspective of an experimenter 59

unconcerned with strict isolation of grains, non-binary states are available for observation and manipulation, and 60

can reveal important causal properties of a substrate. 61

The starting point of IIT’s mathematical framework is thus a stochastic model for a physical universe U = 62

{U1, U2, . . . , Un} of n interacting binary units with state space ΩU = {0, 1}n. We define u as the set of units U in a 63

particular state. More precisely, u = {(Ui, state(Ui)) : Ui ∈ U} is a set of tuples, where each tuple contains a unit 64

and the state of that unit. This formality allows us to define set operations over u that consider both the units and 65

their states. We further denote ΩU to be the set of all such tuple sets, corresponding to all the possible states of U . 66

For IIT, physical existence is synonymous with having cause-effect power, the ability to take and make a difference. 67

Consequently, a universe U with state space ΩU is operationally defined by its potential interactions, assessed in 68

terms of conditional probabilities. We denote the complete transition probability function of a universe U over a 69

system update u → ū as 70
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T U ≡ p(ū | u), u, ū ∈ ΩU . (1)

The individual random variables Ui ∈ U , given the preceding state of U , are conditionally independent from each 71

other: 72

p(ū | u) =
n∏

i=1

p(ūi | u). (2)

This amounts to a requirement that the model does not exhibit “instantaneous causation.” In the discrete systems 73

considered here, instantaneous interactions arise from incomplete knowledge, and therefore imply an incomplete 74

causal model. For an extension of IIT to quantum systems, see [4]. 75

Finally, T U provides a complete description of the universe, which means that we can determine the conditional 76

probabilities in (2) for every system state, with p(ū | u) = p(ū | do(u)) [3, 13, 5, 20] (where the “do-operator” do(u) 77

indicates that u is imposed by intervention). This implies that U corresponds to a causal network [3], and T U is its 78

transition probability matrix (TPM). 79

The TPM T U , which forms the starting point of IIT’s analysis of cause-effect power, serves as an overall description 80

of a universe’s physical properties. It describes the probability that the universe will transition into each of its possible 81

states upon being initialized into every possible state. Here, for simplicity, we assume that T U is fixed and unchanging 82

(“strict stationarity”). There is no additional role (or need) for intrinsic physical properties or laws of nature, but 83

there is no issue if T U evolves, and in fact it is expected1. 84

For any candidate substrate (also called a “candidate system”) S ⊆ U in a state s ⊆ u, the IIT 4.0 framework 85

defines its system integrated information φs(s) [15, 1]. Based on the postulates of intrinsicality, information, and 86

integration, φs(s) quantifies how the system specifies a cause-effect state (its intrinsic information [8, 7]) as a whole, 87

above and beyond how it specifies it as independent parts. Per the principle of minimal existence, which states 88

that “nothing exists more than the least it exists”, the comparison between the whole and its parts is performed by 89

partitioning the system and evaluating the impact of the “minimum partition”—the partition over which the system 90

is least irreducible (“a chain is only as strong as its weakest link”) [1]. The system integrated information, φs, is 91

defined as the intrinsic information of the whole, relative to the parts specified by its minimum partition. We do not 92

present the full definition or algorithm for obtaining φs here, but only the parts that are relevant for extending the 93

framework to macro units. 94

For any candidate system, φs(s) is defined based on two system-specific transition probability functions/matrices, 95

T c and T e (for describing causes and effects respectively). The system TPMs are computed by causally marginalizing 96

the background units W = U \ S conditional on the current state u, as described below. In this way, the TPMs 97

capture intrinsic cause-effect power of the system within the context of a set of background conditions. 98

For evaluating effects, the state of the background units is fully determined by the current state of the universe 99

(w = u \ s). The corresponding TPM, T e, is used to identify the effect of the current state: 100

T e ≡ pe(s̄ | s) = p(s̄ | s, w), s, s̄ ∈ ΩS , (3)

For evaluating causes, knowledge of the current state is used to compute the probability distribution over potential 101

prior states of the background units (q(w̄)), which is not necessarily uniform or deterministic. The corresponding 102

TPM, T c, is used to evaluate the cause of the current state: 103

1An ontological principle of IIT not discussed here is the principle of becoming, which states that “powers become what powers do.”
An implication of this principle is that conditional probabilities in the TPM should update depending on what happens. There is an
imperfect analogy between this principle and the Hebbian principle that “neurons which fire together wire together,” though in the
Hebbian case there are laws of nature that govern how probabilities in a neural network’s TPM change depending on what happens,
whereas no additional laws are needed to explain why T U changes: conditional probabilities in T U update because T U itself is simply a
record of which state transitions have transpired. No initial conditions or initial state need explaining, so long as there is some epsilon
of fundamental indeterminism in T U [21].
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T c ≡ pc(s | s̄) =
|S|∏
i=1

∑
w̄

p(si | s̄, w̄)q(w̄) =
|S|∏
i=1

∑
w̄

p(si | s̄, w̄)
(∑

ŝ p(u | ŝ, w̄)∑
û p(u | û)

)
, s, s̄ ∈ ΩS . (4)

Finally, according to the exclusion postulate, a substrate of consciousness must be definite: there must be a reason 104

why it consists of these units, and not others. By the principle of maximal existence, which states that “what exists 105

is what exists the most,” we find the substrate that lays the greatest claim to existence as one entity, as measured 106

by φs [1]. That is, s is a substrate of consciousness (also called a “complex”) if for any other s′ ⊆ u, 107

s ∩ s′ ̸= 0 ⇒ φs(s) > φs(s
′).

The above condition compares a candidate system s ⊆ u to all other potential candidate systems s′ ⊆ u, and 108

ensures that its system integrated information is greater than any overlapping candidate system. Implicit in this 109

definition is that all candidate systems are subsets of u, and thus share the same grain as u. However, according 110

to the exclusion postulate, the units that constitute a complex should be definite, in the sense of having a definite 111

grain. Practically, a complex should not only have greater φs than candidate systems at the same grain, but across 112

all possible grains. Evaluating φs for candidate systems at all possible grains requires extending IIT’s mathematical 113

framework as follows. 114

2.2 Macro Units 115

A micro unit is conceived of as an “atom” of cause-effect power: it cannot be partitioned into finer constituents, its 116

updates cannot be partitioned into finer updates, and it cannot have more than two states—the minimum necessary 117

to bear a cause and produce an effect. 118

For the purpose of defining units at different grains, we assume that U = {U1, U2, . . . , Un} is a set of micro units 119

with update grain τ ′U = 1. A macro unit J has three aspects: 120

J = (UJ , τ ′J , g
′
J},

where UJ ⊆ U are its micro constituents, τ ′J ∈ Z+ is its update grain in terms of micro updates, and g′J a mapping 121

from the states of UJ over a sequence of τ ′J micro updates to the state of J : 122

g′J : Ω
τ ′
J

UJ → {0, 1}.

From the intrinsic perspective of a complex, macro units (like micro units, and for the same reasons) have a repertoire 123

of exactly two states—the minimum necessary to bear a cause and produce an effect, and to be an atom of macro 124

cause-effect power. 125

It is often helpful to think of macroing as being “over units” (when a macro unit has more than one constituent 126

unit), “over updates” (when a macro unit has τ ′J > 1, even though it may not have more than one constituent 127

unit), or both. Previous work referred to macroing as being “over space” and/or “over time” [12, 14], but we avoid 128

these terms here, because of their metaphysical implications. The IIT framework does not require spacetime to be 129

fundamental. 130

Constructing macro units directly from micro units is a special case of a more general framework. When integrated 131

information is maximized at a macro grain, a macro unit at that ultimate grain may be built from constituents V J
132

that are themselves macro units at a finer grain—called meso units—and the same may be true for the meso units’ 133

constituents, and so forth. That is, a macro unit may be built from one or more levels of meso units sandwiched 134

between it and its constituent micro units UJ , to each of which the postulates apply (Figure 1). Formally, there is 135

no difference between macro units and meso units, but for clarity we will hereafter reserve the term “macro” for the 136

grain of the complex (when it is not a micro grain), and “meso” for any intermediate grains. 137

To facilitate the distinction between a unit’s micro constituents UJ and its direct constituents V J—which may 138

be meso units—we extend our definitions of J and gJ above to be completely general, covering cases where J is a 139

micro, meso, or macro unit. As useful notation, we define a set function f that maps a set of units into the set of 140
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Figure 1: From micro to macro units. (A) A universe U = {A,B,C,D,E, F,G,H, I, J,K,L}, with unspecified transition
probability function T U . Although some intrinsic cause-effect power may be associated with units at this micro grain, it is
also possible that intrinsic cause-effect power is highest at a macro grain. For example, it might be maximal for the macro
system {χ, ψ, ω}, which would mean that this system exists from its own perspective as a system of three macro units. The
framework provided in this paper will allow us to assess if this is the case, including whether a macro unit, say ω, can be
built using micro constituents Uω = {I, J,K,L}, possibly with intermediate meso constituents V ω = {η, ζ}. (B) In addition
to defining macro states over groups of units, it is also possible to define macro states over updates of U . We depict one
hypothetical scenario in which macro units have an update grain equal to 2 meso updates (τmacro = 2), meso updates have an
update grain equal to 4 micro updates (τmeso = 4), and the micro update (τmicro = τU = 1) is inherited from U . The macro
state of a complex is always defined looking back from the present micro instant. Thus, this macro state, while a function of
several updates, can change every micro update, in a “sliding window” fashion.

all admissible units that can be defined from the original set, in its current state. Thus, f(u) is the set of all units 141

(micro, meso, or macro) that could be defined from u according to the requirements specified below. A unit J ∈ f(u) 142

has four aspects: 143

J = (UJ , V J , τJ , gJ},
where UJ ⊆ U are its micro constituents, V J ⊆ f(uJ) are its constituents (which may be micro or meso units) with 144

current state vJ and state space ΩV J , τJ ∈ Z+ is the update grain over which J’s constituents are evaluated to define 145

the state of J , and gJ a mapping from the states of V J over a sequence of τJ updates of V J to the state of J : 146

gJ : ΩτJ
V J → {0, 1}.

In general, there are 22
τJ |V J |−1−1 possible mappings from the state of constituents to the state of J . It is important 147

to note that when J is constructed from a hierarchy of meso units of increasing grain, the update grain τJ and the 148

function gJ define a mapping across a single level of this hierarchy, from a sequence of states of V J to the state of 149

J . If V J is a set of meso units, then τJ is the number of meso updates that define J ’s state. There exist additional 150

mappings between V J ’s constituents and V J , and so on, down to the micro constituents UJ . Thus, in addition to 151

the update grain of J in terms of its direct constituents (τJ), this hierarchical sequence of mappings can be used to 152

define an update grain of J in terms of its micro constituents, which we label τ ′J . Similarly, we have a mapping g′J 153

from sequences of micro states to the state of J : 154

g′J : Ω
τ ′
J

UJ → {0, 1}.
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For example, in Figure 1B, τJ = τmacro = 2 and τ ′J = 8, because J ’s state is defined over a sequence of 2 meso 155

updates, each of which consists of 4 micro updates. Notice that unlike τ , τ ′ is non-decreasing as a function of the 156

level in the hierarchy. 157

Not every conceivable set of macro units S ⊆ f(u) defines a valid macro system. More generally, although f(u) 158

yields the set of all admissible units that can be defined from U , not every subset of f(u) is admissible as a candidate 159

system. Valid candidate systems must satisfy IIT’s requirement for physical existence, characterized operationally: 160

it must be possible to manipulate the units (change their state) and observe the result, in order to assess their cause- 161

effect power. Practically, this implies that the constituents of a candidate system must share a common update grain. 162

Otherwise, the manipulation of one unit will interfere with the observation of another. Additionally, any macro units’ 163

constituents must not overlap in their micro constituents. Otherwise, one macro unit could not be manipulated or 164

observed independently of another. Formally, the set of all admissible candidate systems (at any grain) defined from 165

a set of micro constituents U has the form 166

P(f(u)) = {S ⊆ f(u) : UJi ∩ UJk = ∅, τ ′Ji
= τ ′Jk

∀ Ji, Jk ∈ S}. (5)

Notice that these requirements are satisfied implicitly for sets of micro units. 167

We now introduce the main update to IIT’s mathematical framework for measuring cause-effect power at macro 168

grains, bringing it in line with IIT 4.0 and further connecting it with the postulates. Specifically, we require that a 169

macro unit Ji in a candidate system 170

S = {J1, J2, . . . , J|S|}, S ∈ P(f(u))

with system micro constituents 171

US =

|S|⋃
i=1

UJi

satisfies IIT’s postulates, such that Ji needs to be a maximally irreducible constituent of a complex (“maximally 172

irreducible within”), rather than a complex itself (“maximally irreducible within and without”). 173

Specifically, a first consequence of the requirement that macro units satisfy the postulates is that both a macro 174

unit and its constituents must satisfy IIT’s requirement for physical existence, characterized operationally: it must 175

be possible to manipulate the units (change their state) and observe the result. Practically, as is the case with 176

candidate systems, and for the same reasons, this implies that the constituents of a macro unit must share a common 177

update grain and must not overlap in their micro constituents. Put simply, we require that V J ∈ P(f(u)) (see Eqn. 178

5). 179

A second consequence of the requirement that macro units satisfy the postulates is that they must be irreducible. 180

For a macro unit Ji with constituents V Ji ∈ P(f(u)) (in current state vJi) to satisfy the postulates of intrinsicality, 181

information and integration, it must have cause-effect power that is intrinsic, specific, and irreducible. Put simply, 182

we require that φs(v
Ji) > 0. 183

A third consequence of the requirement that macro units satisfy the postulates is that they must be definite. 184

Recall that a complex must have higher integrated information than all other systems sharing even just one of its 185

micro constituents. That is, if S were a complex: 186

φs(s) > φs(s
′), ∀S′ ∈ P(f(u)) with US ∩ US′

̸= ∅. (6)

In contrast, a macro unit—when considered as a system of its constituents V Ji—need only have higher integrated 187

information than any other system that could be constructed from its micro constituents UJi : 188

φs(v
Ji) > φs(s

′), ∀S′ ̸= V Ji ∈ P(f(uJi)). (7)

In other words, a macro unit must be a maximally irreducible constituent of a complex (“maximally irreducible 189

within”), rather than a complex itself (“maximally irreducible within and without”). We thus require that the 190

units from which a system with intrinsic, irreducible cause-effect power is built themselves have intrinsic, irreducible 191

cause-effect power. To relax this requirement would allow reducible (or barely integrated) groups of units to be 192

“hidden” inside macro units, creating the illusion of integration where there is none (Figure 2), effectively building 193

something out of nothing (in terms of cause-effect power). An important consequence of the requirement that macro 194
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Figure 2: Out of nothing, nothing comes. Consider four micro units {A,B,C,D} in state (0, 0, 0, 0), constituting
universe U with transition probability matrix T U . For each micro unit Ui, when all its inputs are 0, the probability that its
state will be 1 after the next update is 0.05. This probability is increased by 0.05 if ui itself is currently 1, and further increased
by 0.6 if the state of Ui’s horizontal neighbor is 1. (A) Consider the case where there are no connections between vertical
neighbors (left). Each micro unit has φs = 0.024 on its own (middle left), while each pair of vertical neighbors has φs = 0
(middle right). Because each pair of vertical neighbors is reducible, they are not valid macro elements (right). (B) Consider
the case where vanishingly weak connections are introduced between vertical neighbors, such that the probability that ui will
be 1 after the next update is increased by 0.01 if Ui’s vertical neighbor is 1 (left). Although each pair of vertical neighbors is
now very weakly integrated with φs = 0.005 (middle right), they are not maximally irreducible within (e.g. φs(a, b) < φs(a)).
The conclusion is the same as for (A): the vertical neighbors are not valid macro elements (right). (C) Finally, consider the
case where strong connections are introduced between vertical neighbors, such that the probability that ui will be 1 after the
next update is increased by 0.25 if Ui’s vertical neighbor is 1 (left). Integration between vertical neighbors is now sufficiently
strong (middle right) that the “maximally irreducible within” criterion is satisfied (middle right vs middle left), so we can
consider macro elements built from vertical neighbors (right). There is no guarantee that the macro system consisting of these
elements {α, β} is a complex, but at least we may evaluate that possibility (not shown).

units satisfy the postulates is that if a complex of macro units was somehow deconstructed, we would find that the 195

constituent macro units continue to exist in isolation — “out of nothing, nothing comes.” 196
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The requirement that macro units be maximally irreducible within applies whether macroing over units (Figure 197

3A-C), and/or over updates (Figure 3D), and applies to units at any grain. Altogether, we can now formally define 198

f(u) as 199

f(u) = {(UJ , V J , τJ , gJ) : V
J ∈ P(f(u)), φ(vJ) > φs(s

′) ∀ s′ ∈ P(f(uJ))} (8)

For a given set of micro constituents UJi , whether or not a macro unit Ji is built upon meso units (Figure 3E, 200

bottom) rather than being built directly “in one shot” upon the micro units (Figure 3E, top) depends on which 201

definition of V Ji maximizes φs(V
Ji), making Ji maximally irreducible within. In general, having finer (e.g. micro) 202

constituents means having a larger number of mappings available to Ji with which to maximize φs at the macro 203

grain, but makes it harder for V Ji to satisfy the requirement of being “maximally irreducible within.” For finer grain 204

systems with a large number of constituents, having high φs requires that these units are both highly selective (to 205

support intrinsic information), and have a connectivity structure without fault lines (to support integration) [15]. 206

By contrast, coaser systems of units (defined from the same micro constituents) have fewwe units, each of which can 207

be flexibility defined through intermediate mappings to have the high selectivity and connectivity structure required 208

to support high integrated information. Thus, although there is no strict requirement that a system of macro units 209

be built up from meso units, there are good reasons to expect that many systems will have this property. 210

It is important to notice that whether a macro system is built up in levels, which precise macro and meso units 211

it is built from, and which mappings define those units’ state, are all ultimately determined by what maximizes φs 212

at each level of the hierarchy. Thus, there is always a reason why a system and its constituents are precisely what 213

they are: the principle of maximal existence. 214

Note that the construction of f(u) (Eqn. 8) is non-trivial, due to its interdependence with P(f(u)) (Eqn. 5): the 215

set of candidate systems depends on the set of admissible macro units, and the set of admissible macro units depends 216

on the set of candidate systems (for satisfying “maximally irreducible within”). Practically, the two sets need to be 217

derived recursively. The starting point is that each micro unit Ui is a potential unit in f(u), with UJ = Ui, V
J = Ui, 218

τ ′J = 1 and gJ the identity mapping. The set of micro units then defines a set of candidate systems to be included 219

in P(f(u)). Those candidate systems are then used as potential meso constituents for defining new potential units, 220

which then leads to new candidate systems. The process can be repeated iteratively, until convergence, which is 221

guaranteed: the requirement of non-overlapping macro units ensures finite possible candidate systems. 222

2.3 Macro TPMs 223

Having defined macro units, we next outline a general framework for assessing φs that applies regardless of whether 224

a system’s units are micro units or macro units. In essence, we define generalized TPMs T S
c and T S

e that take any 225

macroing into account. These TPMs can then be used to compute φs(s) as described in [1]. 226

First, when dealing with macro update grains, we require some additional notation to define the current, cause, 227

and effect states. We denote ut to be a state of U , 228

ut = (u1,t, u2,t, . . . , un,t).

The current micro state of U is indicated by t = 0 (u = u0), negative indices (t < 0) indicate the updates that led 229

to the current micro state, and positive indices (t > 0) indicate the updates that follow the current micro state. 230

Further, we define a sequence of micro updates, from t = a to t = b (a < b) as 231

u[a,b] = (ua, ua+1, . . . , ub−1, ub).

Similar notation applies for any set of units. 232

For a macro unit J with micro constituents UJ and macro update grain τ ′J , its current state is defined by looking 233

at the current state of its micro constituents uJ , and the sequence of states that led to the current state. As depicted 234

in Figure 1B, the current state of J is defined as 235

j = g′J(u
J),

where 236

uJ = uJ
[−τ ′

J+1,0] = (uJ
−τ ′

J+1, u
J
−τ ′

J+2, . . . , u
J
0 ).
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As illustrated in Fig 1B, the effect state of a macro unit with update grain τ ′J is defined based on the τ ′J states that 237

follow its current macro state, 238

ūJ
e = uJ

[1,τ ′
J ]

= (uJ
1 , u

J
2 , . . . , u

J
τ ′
J
),

and the cause state is defined by the τ ′J states that precede its current macro state, 239

ũJ
c = uJ

[−2τ ′
J+1,−τ ′

J ]
= (uJ

−2τ ′
J+1, u

J
−2τ ′

J+2, . . . , u
J
−τ ′

J
).

Consider a system S = {J1, . . . , J|S|} ∈ P(f(u)), where each unit Ji (whether micro or macro) has micro 240

constituents UJi ⊂ U , constituents V Ji ⊂ f(uJi), a common update grain τ ′Ji
= τ ′ ∈ Z+, and a mapping 241

g′Ji
: Ωτ ′

UJi
→ {0, 1}. The set of micro constituents for the system is 242

US =

|S|⋃
i=1

UJi ,

and the background units (always treated at the micro grain) are 243

UW = U \ US .

The current state of S is 244

s = (g′J1
(uJ1), . . . , g′Jm

(uJm)).

To extend the framework, the goal is to define generalized cause and effect TPMs T c and T e for S, from 245

which the rest of the framework can be applied as usual. The process proceeds in three steps: (1) determine the 246

probability distribution over the possible past and future states of the background units, which is needed for causal 247

marginalization; (2) extrapolate the state-by-state micro TPM T U into a pair of sequence-by-sequence TPMs T ◦τ ′

c 248

and T ◦τ ′

e that describe the probability of the next sequence of τ ′ updates of US , given the previous sequence, while 249

causally marginalizing the background (UW ) conditional on the current sequence of micro states (uS); (3) use the 250

mappings g′Ji
to compress these two sequence-by-sequence TPMs into a pair of generalized state-by-state TPMs T S

c 251

and T S
e . When no macroing is performed (i.e. τ ′ = 1 and all g′Ji

are identity functions), (2) and (3) are trivial, and 252

T S
c and T S

e work out to be (micro) TPMs as defined in [1]. 253

2.3.1 Obtaining the conditional distributions of past and future background states 254

The first step is to determine the conditional distribution of background units given the current sequence of substrate 255

states uS . On the effect side, T U is used to determine a probability distribution for the next τ ′ − 1 updates of U , 256

conditional on the current micro state sequence u0 (because of the Markov property, only the final micro update of 257

uS is relevant). The micro constituents US are then marginalized to get a distribution for UW . For t = 0 and t = 1, 258

the marginal distributions of uW
T are 259

q0(w) =

{
1 if w = uW

0

0 otherwise,

and 260

q1(w) =
∑

s∈ΩUS

P(w, s | u0),

respectively. Then for any t > 1, the marginal distribution of uW
t is 261

qt(w) =
∑

s∈ΩUS

∑
(u1,...,ut−1)

p(w, s | ut−1)
t−1∏
T=1

p(uT | uT−1),

where the inner summation is over all possible sequences of substrate states between u1 and ut−1. On the cause 262

side, T U is used in combination with Bayes’ rule to determine a probability distribution for the previous update 263
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of U (u−τ ′), conditional on the current macro state. Again, because of the Markov property, only the distribution 264

for uW
−τ ′ is required to define the TPM. A uniform marginal distribution of the previous updates is assumed (i.e., 265

maximum uncertainty about prior states). For t = −τ ′, the marginal distribution of uW
−τ ′ is 266

q−τ ′(w) =

∑
s p(u−τ ′+1 | w, s)∑
u p(u−τ ′+1 | u)

2.3.2 Obtaining micro sequence TPMs from micro state TPMs 267

The second step is to use T U to create micro-level TPMs T ◦τ ′

c and T ◦τ ′

e that describe the probability of the next 268

sequence of τ ′ updates of US , given the previous sequence, while causally marginalizing UW conditional on u−τ ′+1,0]. 269

As part of the causal marginalization, the probability that each micro unit goes through each possible state sequence 270

is computed independently of the other units, and then these probabilities are combined as a product to determine 271

the joint distribution over sequences. This renders the macro TPM conditionally independent (i.e. no “instantaneous 272

causation” between units; see also [14]). This also eliminates potential influences between the micro units of distinct 273

macro units that are not captured by the macro states. While such interactions may be relevant to determine 274

the dynamical evolution of a system from the extrinsic perspective, they should not be taken into account when 275

evaluating the intrinsic cause-effect power of the macro system. For evaluating effects 276

T ◦τ ′

e ≡ pτ
′

e (ūS
e | uS) =

|US |∏
i=1

τ ′−1∏
t=0

∑
w

p(uS
i,t+1 | w, uS

t )qt(w),

where ūS
e is a sequence of τ ′ effect states. Then for evaluating causes 277

T ◦τ ′

c ≡ pτ
′

c (uS | ũS
c ) =

|US |∏
i=1

(∑
w

p(uS
i,−τ ′+1 | w, uS

−τ ′)q−τ ′+1(w)

) −1∏
t=−τ ′+1

p(uS
i,t+1 | uW

t , uS
t ),

where ũS
c is the sequence of τ ′ cause states. 278

2.3.3 Using a mapping to compress the micro sequence TPMs into generalized TPMs 279

The final step is to use the mappings g′Ji
to compress the pair of τ ′-step micro TPMs (one for evaluating causes, one 280

for evaluating effects) into a pair of corresponding generalized TPMs for S. Effectively, we will combine rows of a 281

sequence TPM that lead to the same effect state. For each unit Ji ∈ S, let DJi
(j) be the domain of the state Ji = j 282

(j ∈ {0, 1}), e.g., the set of sequences of micro states uS that map to Ji = j 283

DJi
(j) = {uS ∈ Ωτ ′

US : g′Ji
(uS) = j}.

Then for any current state S = s, and any effect state s̄ = (j̄1, j̄2, . . . , j̄|S|), we can define the effect transition 284

probabilities, 285

Pe(Ji = j̄i | S = s) =
∑

uS∈DS(s)

∑
ūS
e ∈DJi

(j)

1

|DS(s)|
pτ

′

e (ūS
e | uS),

which can then be combined to define the effect TPM for S 286

T S
e ≡ pSe (s̄ | s) =

|S|∏
i=1

Pe(Ji = j̄i | S = s).

Similarly, for any current state s = (j1, j2, . . . , j|S|) and cause state s̃, we can define transition probabilities, 287

Pc(Ji = j | S = s̄) =
∑

ũS
c ∈DS(s)

∑
uS∈DJi

(j)

1

|DS(s)|
pτ

′

c (uS | ũS
c ),
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and then a cause TPM for S 288

T S
c ≡ pSc (s | s̃) =

|S|∏
i=1

Pc(Ji = ji | S = s̃).

Having defined T S
c and T S

e , we can use the two TPMs to compute φs(s) as described in [1]. 289

3 Results 290

In this section, the framework is applied to two example systems. The examples demonstrate that intrinsic cause- 291

effect power can be higher for a system of macro units than for any system of the corresponding micro units, 292

extending results from earlier work [11, 14] to the updated framework [1]. Computations of integrated information 293

were performed using PyPhi [17]. In what follows, we omit the state as input to φs (e.g., φs({A,B})) when the state 294

of the units can be inferred from the context of the example. 295

3.1 Example 1 296

Consider four micro units {A,B,C,D} in state (0, 0, 0, 0), constituting universe U with transition probability matrix 297

T U (Figure 4A). Each micro unit Ui has the same function: When all its inputs are 0, the probability that its state 298

will be 1 after the next update is 0.05. This probability is increased by 0.01 if ui itself is currently 1. Thus, there 299

is a very weak tendency for a unit that is 1 to remain 1. The probability that ui will be 1 after the next update is 300

increased by 0.1 if the state of Ui’s horizontal neighbor is 1. For example, A is more likely to be 1 after the next 301

update if B is currently 1. Finally, the probability that ui will be 1 after the next update is increased by 0.8 if both 302

its vertical neighbor and its diagonal neighbor are currently 1. For example, A is very likely to be 1 after the next 303

update if both C and D are currently 1. Thus, each micro unit approximates a noisy logical AND function over 304

its vertical and diagonal neighbors, with a weak independent influence from its horizontal neighbor, and very weak 305

self-influence. Because each unit’s future state is mostly dictated by its vertical and diagonal neighbors (e.g. A’s 306

future state depends most heavily on the current states of C and D), and because horizontal neighbors share the 307

same vertical and diagonal neighbors, (e.g. both A and B are dominated by C and D), we expect that macroing 308

horizontal neighbors into macro units will reduce the indeterminism (e.g. neither A nor B are perfect AND functions 309

of C and D) and degeneracy (both A and B are likely to be in the same state) associated with the micro units, and 310

thereby increase cause-effect power [12, 11, 14]. 311

To confirm this intuition, we first assess the system integrated information φs of all possible candidate systems of 312

micro units (Figure 4B). At this micro level, the two candidate systems with the most irreducible cause-effect power 313

are {A,B} and {C,D}, both with φs = 0.044. Because these candidate systems are maximally irreducible within 314

(e.g. φs({A,B}) > φs(s) ∀S ⊆ {A,B}), they satisfy Eqn. (7) and can be considered as macro units. Notice that 315

although {A,B,C,D} as a whole has irreducible cause-effect power (φs = 0.020), it is not maximally irreducible 316

within (e.g. φs({A,B}) > φs({A,B,C,D})) and cannot be considered as a macro unit. 317

Let macro unit α be defined from micro constituents {A,B}, and β from {C,D}. There are 14 possible mappings 318

for each macro unit (Figure 3C). In particular, the mapping shown in Figure 4C seems promising, because it ought to 319

decrease both the indeterminism and the degeneracy that are present in the micro system. This class of mapping, in 320

which the state of the macro unit is a simple function of the number constituents in state 1, has also been referred to 321

as “coarse-graining” [12, 11]. Coarse-graining corresponds to the typical notion of a macro state in statistical physics 322

[14]. Under the mapping shown in Figure 4C, each macro unit’s state is 1 if-and-only-if both its micro constituents 323

are 1. When one macro unit is 1, odds are that the other macro unit will be 1 after the next update. When one 324

macro unit is 0, odds are that the other macro unit will be 0 after the next update. Thus, the macro system behaves 325

something like two reciprocally connected COPY gates, with some additional complexity provided by the connections 326

between horizontal neighbors at the micro level. This is reflected in the macro system’s TPM (Figure 4C, middle). 327

Indeed, when we measure the system integrated information of {α, β}, we find φs({α, β}) = 1.004, demonstrating 328

that this system of macro units has more irreducible, intrinsic cause-effect power than any candidate system built 329

without macro units (Figure 4C, right). 330
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3.2 Example 2 331

Consider eight micro units {A,B,C,D,E, F,G,H} in state (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), constituting universe U with transition 332

probability matrix T U (Figure 5A). The left half of the system and the right half of the system ({A,B,C,D} and 333

{E,F,G,H}, respectively) are mirror images of each other, so for simplicity consider the left half. For every unit 334

Ui, the probability that its state will be 1 after the next update is marginally higher if its current state is 1. C 335

approximates a noisy logical OR function of A and B, which in turn approximate a noisy logical COPY function 336

of C’s image G. When A, B, or C are 1, the probability that D is 1 after the next update increases linearly. D’s 337

current state also has weak influence on the future state of A and B. Roughly speaking, we can think of the two 338

halves of the system as copying each other’s state, but whereas a disruption to any of the connections within either 339

half will moderately disrupt this function, a disruption to any of the connections between halves will severely disrupt 340

it. It is reasonable to expect that macroing the left half of the system and the right half of the system into separate 341

macro units, and treating the macro units’ states as a simple function of C and G’s states, will increase intrinsic 342

cause-effect power. This class of mapping, in which the state of the macro unit is determined only by the state of 343

specific constituents, ignoring others, has also been referred to as “black-boxing.” Black boxes correspond to the 344

typical notion of macro units in the special sciences, because they are constituted of heterogeneous micro units that 345

are often compartmentalized and have highly specific functions, which would be muddled by averaging [14]. 346

To compare the cause-effect power of the micro and macro systems, we first assess the system integrated informa- 347

tion φs of all possible candidate systems of micro units (Figure 5B). Note that, in addition to the candidate systems 348

shown in Figure 5B, all candidate systems of five units (e.g. {A,B,C,D,E}), six units (e.g. {A,B,C,D,E, F}), and 349

seven units (e.g. {A,B,C,D,E, F,G}) were evaluated (not shown). At the micro grain, the maximum value of φs is 350

0.135 (S = {A,C,E,G} and symmetric systems). At the micro grain, the two candidate systems that we hypothesized 351

would make good macro units ({A,B,C,D} and {E,F,G,H}) are maximally irreducible within, with φs = 0.030. Be- 352

cause these candidate systems are maximally irreducible within (e.g. φs({A,B,C,D}) > φs(s) ∀s ⊆ {A,B,C,D}), 353

they satisfy condition (7) and can be considered as macro units. 354

Let macro unit α be defined from micro constituents {A,B,C,D}, and β from {E,F,G,H}. Our mapping of 355

interest, where the state of α is dictated by the state of its output unit C over two micro updates (τ = 2), is shown in 356

Figure 5C. Under this mapping, the macro system behaves something like two reciprocally connected COPY gates, 357

with some additional complexity provided by the connections within each macro unit. This is reflected in the macro 358

system’s TPM (Figure 5C, middle), which is very similar to the macro TPM obtained in the previous example (Figure 359

4C, middle). Indeed, when we measure the system integrated information of {α, β}, we find φs({α, β}) = 1.118, 360

demonstrating that this system of macro units has more irreducible, intrinsic cause-effect power than any candidate 361

system built without macro units (Figure 5C, right). 362

4 Discussion 363

In this work, we extend IIT’s mathematical framework for assessing cause-effect power (IIT 4.0 [1]) to systems 364

of macro units. We provide a single framework, explicitly grounded on IIT’s postulates (existence, intrinsicality, 365

information, integration, exclusion, and composition), that handles both macroing over units and over updates. We 366

further demonstrate that macro-grain systems can have higher cause-effect power than the corresponding micro-grain 367

systems, as measured by system integrated information (φs). 368

IIT’s existence postulate requires that macro units have cause-effect power (that they “take and make a differ- 369

ence”), as established operationally by manipulating and observing their state. Practically, this implies that the 370

constituents of a macro unit must share a common update grain and must not overlap in their micro constituents. 371

The next four postulates require that the cause-effect power of macro units be intrinsic, specific, irreducible (φs > 0), 372

and definite. Based on IIT’s principle of maximal existence (among competing existents, the one that actually exists 373

is the one that exists the most), definiteness implies that the macro units and their state are defined such that (i) 374

each unit is maximally irreducible “within” (it has greater φs than any combination of its constituents) and (ii) 375

taken together, they constitute a complex (they maximize φs over their substrate). From the perspective of the 376

complex whose structure they compose, macro units have no internal structure of their own, and exist in one of two 377

alternative macro states. 378
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In the case of micro units, which are subject to the same requirements as macro and meso units, the postulates of 379

existence and intrinsicality highlight the need for indeterminism. To satisfy existence and intrinsicality, each micro 380

unit must be able to take and make a difference from and to itself (reflexively, through a “self-loop” in the language 381

of causal models) regardless of background conditions. This implies that each unit must have a degree of intrinsic 382

indeterminism, because both states must always be available with non-zero probability [1]. 383

Searching across grains for maxima (of φs) implicitly assumes that cause-effect power can be highest at macro 384

grains [12, 11, 14]. The examples presented in this work employing the IIT 4.0 framework demonstrate that this is 385

indeed possible. Specifically, we show that a macro system can have greater cause-effect power than the corresponding 386

micro system if it is associated with reduced indeterminism and degeneracy of state transitions, such that the 387

selectivity of causes and effects is correspondingly increased (see also [12, 11]). In IIT 4.0, this increased selectivity is 388

captured naturally by φs because of its formulation in terms of intrinsic information [8, 7, 15]. Increased selectivity 389

can arise at the macro grain because the analysis of cause-effect power treats each macro state of the macro units as 390

equally likely, corresponding to a non-uniform distribution of micro states. Moreover, a system of macro units can 391

have greater cause-effect power than the corresponding micro units if integration is higher at the macro level (see 392

also [14]). 393

To achieve a high value of φs, systems of any grain must balance integration with differentiation. Whether φs 394

will increase with a larger number of units depends on a balance between how much additional cause and effect 395

information the system can specify (because its state repertoire has expanded), how much the selectivity of causes 396

and effects within the system is reduced (because cause and effect information is spread over additional states, even 397

more so if the additional units bring increased noise), and how well integrated the additional units are with the rest 398

of the system [8, 7, 15]. Thus, a system of many units can only “hang together well” as an intrinsic entity if its 399

units are themselves highly integrated and are appropriately interconnected, say as a dense, directed lattice [1]. We 400

conjecture that macro units built upon a hierarchy of meso units may play a crucial role in allowing large systems to 401

exist as maxima of intrinsic, irreducible cause-effect power. Hierarchies of this sort appear to be a common feature 402

of biological systems. 403

In general, macro grains with φs values higher than most finer or coarser grains—that is, local or “extrinsic” 404

maxima of integration and causal efficacy [12]—are likely to capture relevant levels of substrate organization by 405

“carving nature at its joints.” In the brain, for example, these might correspond to proteins, ion channels, organelles, 406

synaptic vesicles, synapses, neurons, groups of tightly interconnected neurons, and so on. Such “extrinsic units,” 407

well-suited to manipulations and observations by neuroscientists, are critical for understanding how the system 408

works. However, according to IIT, there is a critical difference between these locally maximal grains and the absolute 409

maximal grain whose “intrinsic units” maximize φs within and without: only the latter constitutes the substrate of 410

consciousness and contributes to the way the experience feels—all other levels of organization do not exist from the 411

intrinsic perspective. 412

Another consequence of IIT’s intrinsic framework has to do with update grains. Assuming the grain of intrinsic 413

units is that of neurons, the update grain might be, for instance, on the order of 30 milliseconds (in line with estimates 414

of the duration below which non-simultaneous sensory stimuli are perceived as being simultaneous, or changing 415

stimuli are perceived as static, [24]). From the extrinsic perspective of an experimenter, several update grains may 416

be critical to understand different kinds of causal interactions—finer grains for events such as ion channel opening, 417

quantal release of transmitters, and the like—and longer grains for low-frequency synchronization, the induction of 418

plastic changes, and so on. But again, while these faster and slower time scales are critical for understanding how the 419

system works, only one time scale matters intrinsically—from the perspective of the conscious subject. Accordingly, 420

IIT predicts that experience should only change if there is a change in the state of intrinsic units at their intrinsic 421

update grain. Any other changes will affect the brain, but not experience. Even more stringently, the requirement 422

that intrinsic units have binary macro states implies that any change in their micro state that does not translate 423

into a switch of their macro state will not affect experience. For example, changes in the timing of neuronal firing, 424

or in the rate of firing, may have clear-cut effects on the rest of the brain, but if they map onto the same intrinsic 425

macro state, they will not have effects on the experience. 426
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Data Availability 427

All code used to obtain figures and examples can be found at https://github.com/CSC-UW/Marshall et al 2024. 428
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Figure 3: Defining macro units. Four micro units {A,B,C,D} are embedded within a larger universe U , with unspecified
transition probability function T U . We wish to know if a macro unit γ can be built using micro constituents Uγ = {A,B,C,D},
possibly with intermediate meso constituents V γ ̸= Uγ . (A) To ask if γ = {(A,B,C,D), ...} is admissible as a macro unit,
we must first check integrated information φs for every subset of micro units. (B) Suppose we find that {A,B} and {C,D}
are maximally irreducible within (i.e. they satisfy Eqn. 7). This means that they are potential meso units, labeled α and β
respectively. To continue verifying that γ = {(A,B,C,D), ...} is admissible as a macro unit, we must now check integrated
information for every subset of units that include α and β as well. (C) Let S be the macro system containing α. For a given
candidate unit, say α = {(A,B), (A,B), τα = 1, gα)}, there are many potential mappings gα from the states of V α = {A,B}
over a sequence of τα = 1 updates to the state of α, but only one (here unspecified) will maximize φs(s). (D) Same as (C),
but over a sequence of τα = 2. Note that it is not only the ultimate state of the micro constituents that determine the macro
unit’s state, but the precise sequence of micro states. (E) Depending on which of {A,B,C,D} or {α, β} (or some mixture)
is maximally irreducible, γ’s constituents V γ might be {A,B,C,D} or {α, β} (or some mixture), which in turn will dictate
the set of potential mappings from which gγ can be defined, for any given τ . There are far fewer mappings that need to be
considered for a macro unit whose constituents are meso units, because the mapping of the macro unit (γ) is constrained by
the mappings of its meso constituents (α, β).
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Figure 4: Example 1. (A) Consider four micro units {A,B,C,D} in state (0, 0, 0, 0), with transition probability matrix
T U . For illustrative purposes, capitalization denotes the state of each unit, both in causal network diagrams and transition
probability matrix state labels (e.g. state (0, 1, 0, 0) is written aBcd). (B) System integrated information φs(s) must be
checked for each subset of micro units S ∈ P({A,B,C,D}). Greyed-out units are background. Notice that {A,B} and
{C,D} are maximally irreducible within. In the case of {A,B}: φs({A,B}) = 0.044, greater than either φs(A) = 0.004 or
φs({B}) = 0.004. (C) Since {A,B} and {C,D} are maximally irreducible within, we may consider their potential macro units,
labeled α and β respectively. One possible pair of mappings for these macro units are gα and gβ , resulting in macro TPM T S .
This candidate system {α, β} in state (0, 0) (given by gα, gβ) has system integrated information φs = 1.004, greater than any
of the micro level candidate systems in (B). Thus, although we would have to check all other valid macro unit definitions and
mappings in order to determine whether this macro system is maximally irreducible relative to all others, we can conclude
that intrinsic cause-effect power will be higher at a macro level than at the micro level—we know that we can do at least as
well as φs = 1.004.
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Figure 5: Example 2. (A) Consider eight micro units {A,B,C,D,E, F,G,H} in state (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), with transition
probability matrix (TPM) T U . Because of space limitations in this and subsequent panels, we illustrate some analysis steps
for the left half of the system only (i.e. {A,B,C,D}), but all calculations were done using the full eight-unit system. For
example, although the full TPM is used for all calculations, a partial TPM illustrating the behavior of {A,B,C,D} is shown
here. Rows are past system states and columns are future states. (B) System integrated information φs(s) must be checked
for each subset of micro units S ∈ P({A,B,C,D,E, F,G,H}). Here, because of space limitations, we illustrate checks for
S ∈ P({A,B,C,D}). Notice that {A,B,C,D} is maximally irreducible within. (C) Since {A,B,C,D} is maximally irreducible
within, we may consider its potential macro unit, labeled α. One possible mapping for α with τ = 2 is shown. Since the
full system is symmetric, {E,F,G,H} can be considered as a potential macro unit β with analogous gβ , resulting in macro
TPM T S . This candidate system {α, β} in in state (1, 1) (given by gα, gβ) has system integrated information φs = 1.118,
greater than all of the micro level candidate systems (maxφs = 0.135, not shown, but see (B) for a subset). Thus, although
we would have to check all other valid macro unit definitions and mappings in order to determine whether this macro system
is maximally irreducible relative to all others, we can conclude that intrinsic cause-effect power will be higher at a macro level
than at the micro level—we know that we can do at least as well as φs = 1.118.
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